Clayton SCC Meeting Minutes
2/02/2023 7 – 7 am, online

Open Meeting.

Attendees:
Adrian Bancroft, Dallin Miller, Heather Barber, Anena Gardner, Cristyna Ramos, Kate, Julie Cooley, Amanda Evans, Amanda Funai, Caroline Moreno

Welcome to Clayton SCC Meeting. Heather Barber is conducting the meeting.

Agenda:
Minutes approved

PTA report

• Career week is wrapping up. Things will ramp up in the spring

SIC report from Kate

• Backpacks in classrooms – may be interfering with movement in some classrooms. How will more locker usage change this. Will continue talking about this. Also issues with computers and 1 on 1.
• Lunchtime student behavior. Working on this and a reminder.
• Working on bells are aligned with classes, even on other days.
• Relooking at the goals for advisory. Are we meeting these goals? How are we making sure that students are engaged? Surveyed students and got good feedback. Trying to make less repetitive. Like circles and the world curriculum. Still doing catch-up day and checking grades / email day.
• Looking at assembly protocol.
• Planning on the Great Salt Lake adventure and making sure that all the information is being frontloaded for the students to prepare for this. Half students will visit each day and using Nat Geo for the other day in the classroom to look at the lenses to come up with an action plan. Working with teachers so it’s not an extra thing for them to do.
• Still looking into the online program and meeting next week to think about this and other issues, decreasing absences,
• Question about Caroline about Great Salt Lake day. A new initiative to connect students, faculty, and with the community. For the whole school. Concern about people being blamed for it and balancing that.

Counselor report from Anena Gardner

• Gina Williams was the head of career week, but have gotten a lot of good feedback.
• CCRs are continuing – no 8th grade in February, but will be picked back up in March
• 7th grade group CCRs, now are doing the 7th grade ones
• Elementary visits start up this month
• 8th graders will meet on the 6th and 8th to meet with counselors about choosing classes for East, West, and Highland
• Voices groups for the semester just started yesterday. Students can still be added, so parents and teachers can give referrals. Learning to breathe will start shortly.
• Preparing with review from the district.

Principal’s report from Adrian Bancroft

• Looking at the reading inventory to see test growth (from beginning to middle of year is the data we currently have)
  o 37% high growth
  o 13% low growth
  o 22% no growth
  o 26% within standard deviation – if tested again, they would be equally likely to show positive or negative growth
  o Want to focus on those two last categories.
  o Very pleased with the high amount of growth, reflective of the school wide focus on reading and focused on students below grade level
  o About ⅔ of students below grade level showing high growth, so we can see the impact here. Well over half are showing growth at some level.
  o Reading interventions are having a positive effect. So, the trust land funds are being well used here -> supporting that reading program, particularly for students below grade level.
  o One more test at end of year to give us some more data.
• Suggesting that we continue this moving forward
• Around 90k – used that to hire a reading specialist, anticipate using all of it to support reading and will continue that.
• Question from Caroline – has anything else been proposed? Looking at ELL and minority students – will be using other money to work on those goals (TSSA budget, roughly same amount of money).
• Move to vote for this, Heather seconded. All in favor, so rolling that plan forward for next school year.

Motion to adjourn, seconded. Approved and adjourned until March.